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. The paper consists of ,t2 questions.o The paper is divided into 4 sec{ions: A,B,C and D.o rn pirt A Question No. 1-3 carrying z tvra*r eaci'enswer shourd not exceed 40 words.o rn part B Question No. 4{ carrying 3 Marks each. Answer shourd not exceed from gowords.
o rn part c Question No' 7-10 carrying 4 marks each. Answer shourd not exceed 120words.
r rn part D ( case study) question No r l and 12 carrying 2 marks eaih. Answer should notexceed 40 words.

PART-A
Ql. Define Dissociative disorders.

Q2. (A)Define centrality as a component of attitude.
OR
(B) Define prejudice.

Q3. Differentiate between attitudes and opinions .

PART-B

Q4. Explain the various negative symptoms of schizophrenia

Q5. Write a shod note on ,logotherapy,.

Q6.(A) Distinguish between ingroup and outgroup.
OR
(B) Define group polarization.

PART-C

Q7'(A) Describe the historicar background related to psychorogicar disorders.
OR
(B) Describe the various types of somatic disorders

Q8.(A) Enumerate some of the altemate therapies.
OR
(B) what are the techniques used in the rehabiritation of mentafly i[ patients?



Q9. ls behaviour always a reflection of attitude? Explain with an example .

Q10. How does Tuckman's stage moder help you to understand group formation ?

PART-D

REAO THE FOLLOWNG CASE STUDY AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS

The patient mrs. shalini had an intense fear of falling anci dying , along with fears of losing
consciouness; not to be found in time; and might be buried alive. she had been bound foi the
last 17 years. she had a fear that something bad will happen, if she will go out of her apartment.
she stayed mostly in her bed, and did not even allow her husband to leave the apartment . she
believed that she might get hurt or buried alive if she leaves the safety of the bed. she also
believed that she might not be found in time, should something bad happen to her. The patient
was guite fearful of dying, thinking she may ho to hell, although she could nol describe anything
that would make her deserves that fate.
when her brother died in 1971 , she managed to go to the hospital but did not want to go to his
room to see him. Her niece reported that in the i950s, when the patient,s husband was working ,

she couldn't tolerate being home alone. over the years, her condition worsened to a point
where she even refused to step out of her apartment. As the time progresses, she was
eventually forced to be confined to the comers of her bed. She was then provided with services
such as a bedpan and sponge baths.

Q1'1. ldentify the disorder the patient Mrs. shalini is suffering from? which statement from the
passage most accurately points towards this diagnosis ?

Q12. What do you know about "phobia', and 'Agoraphobia,,? ln how many groups, phobias are
categorized into?


